
A consulting offering to support any stage of  
a virtual desktop solution, whether cloud or  
on-premise utilising NVIDIA, including,  
pre-sales, deployment and support.

IMSCAD offer full pre-sales consultation and 
professional services to assist with scoping 
complex desktop solutions, including server 
specification, application sizing, infrastructure 
overview and performance optimisation.

Consultancy &  
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 y IMSCAD work with you to help your customers 
to deploy, troubleshoot and support virtual 
desktop solutions utilising NVIDIA. 

 y Ideal for your customers with users using heavy 
resource design applications, particularly in 
industries such as Architecture, Engineering, 
Construction, Manufacturing, Automotive, 
Aerospace, Utilities, Financial, Healthcare 
and Media and Entertainment.

 y IMSCAD can help your customers realise the 
many benefits of virtualising any application, 
working with you to help your customers to 
deliver an end-to-end virtual desktop solution. 

IMSCAD — NVIDIA services specialists
y IMSCAD consultants have successfully deployed 

hundreds of virtual desktop solutions using 
NVIDIA to customers all over the world. 

y IMSCAD have the experience and expertise to 
ensure all applications are delivered securely 
with the performance levels all users demand. 

y IMSCAD understand, user experience is key and 
as such performance is critical. 

y Engage IMSCAD from the start to ensure your 
customer engagement runs smoothly from 
end-to-end.

y POA — Price on Approval

y Over 150 + desktop opportunities will receive 
bespoke pricing based on the requirement.

Consulting and deployment 
services offered
y General Pre-sales and consulting.

y Remote or onsite — IMSCAD can carry out consulting 
and deployment work either remotely and/or on-site

y Analysis of existing customer environment to ensure the 
virtual desktop solution is a success.  

y Hardware infrastructure sizing and recommendation, 
based on applications and user workflows.

y Full or part deployment offered.

y Environment optimisation, including applications

y Basic and Enterprise level support contracts

y Troubleshooting — existing deployments that are not performing
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